SUSTAINABLE GLOBAL GARDENS: MAY 2014 PROGRESS
REPORT FOR MMO's SPECIAL ORPHANS PROGRAMME

INTRODUCTION
The prime purpose of this paper is to summarise what progress is currently being made by Maendeleo
Mashinani Organisation [MMO] with regard to Project 2, the Special Orphans Programme, which was
initiated in October 2013. This report is based on SGG's field visit to Busia between 24th February
and 28th March, and it is a continuation of the following:
 2/9/2013 SGG received £8,000 to implement the Special Orphans Programme,
 20/12/2013 SGG provided a progress report indicating that £7783, excluding transport costs,
had so far been invested in the Programme,
 10/2/2014 SGG received a further £8,000 to further develop the Programme.
The main focus here is to give some field evidence of progress since the project started in October
2013, and also to indicate how funds have been spent.

PROGRESS WITH INDIVIDUAL ORPHANS GROUPS
The orphans groups visited & monitored by SGG were as follows:
1. monitoring visit to Upendo-Buloma on 25/2/14. They are located in a dry area where farmers
are amongst the poorest of MMO members, and Upendo were last visited on 12/10/2013. Thus,
I was not expecting great progress to have been achieved yet. Two guardians groups had
invested in planting a beans & groundnuts plot, so it was too early for them to have harvested
their crops. Two other sets of guardians purchased goats, pigs & livestock, so again there was
no obvious profit yet. However, guardian group C practised cereal trading. They used their
Ksh 10,000/- funds [£75] to import 4 bags of maize from Uganda. On each bag they made a
£4.40p profit, so £17.70p from each set of 4 bags. So far they sold 3 sets of bags to give a total
profit after 4 months of £53;
2. monitoring visit to Mukwano-Ganjala on 25/2/14. Mukwano group & guardians had received a
total of £504 for income generation projects on 12/11/13. The results they had achieved by
February were variable. One group purchased a plough and have now raised sufficient extra
money to buy a team of oxen. There is a strong demand here for such ploughing teams so the
group should be well into profit before the end of this year. Some groups invested in tree
nurseries. There are probably more than 3,000 seedlings for sale at 8p each, so an income of

perhaps £220 [from an investment of £75] and a good profit is envisaged. Poultry once again
proved to be another profitable investment, although the guardians' group concerned were more
interested in increasing the number of poultry rather than gaining quick sales. The community
garden, though, was in a poor state following two months of drought, and SGG has been asked to
look for funding so that a well can be excavated - probably at a cost of about £2,000;

Typical small-scale cereal trading where maize is bought in bulk and then sold in small units 'goros'
from a makeshift stall in front of the home. [see top left] Profits are small at 11p per goro, but Upendo
guardians C have already made £53 profit from an initial investment of £75. The goats acquired by
Upendo guardians E [see top right]. Leonida Owuor and some of the orphans, who are her
grandchildren and for whom she cares. They are standing beneath their jackfruit tree [see photo above].
The jackfruit tree can give plenty of nutritious fruit, so SGG is encouraging groups to plant this species.

Mukwano members wait to report on their
income-generation schemes [see top left]. A
successful nursery with more than 2,000
eucalyptus seedlings [see top right]. One of
the poultry schemes at Mukwano. This
member claimed that she had about 50 hens
& ducks with about 100 small chickens [see
bottom right]. Poultry projects are the most
popular type of community project amongst
MMO members at present.

3. FOCUSSA are a strong group who are chaired by Phaustine Ogolla, who is also the Chair of
MMO. I visited FOCUSSA on 26/2/14 expecting some good results - and I was not
disappointed. The income -generation scheme for the whole group was a poultry project, where
FOCUSSA now has 30 layers producing 20 eggs/day with an income of £1.50p per day. Each
of the 6 guardian groups were equally successful eg.
 'Jambo Kenya' had invested their £75 in small business enterprises [e.g. cereal trading,
fish trading, selling paraffin, managing a small shop]. They had already made a profit
of more than £75 in the last four months,
 Tuungane bought a goat for each of their 6 members. They have no kids yet, but 4
goats are pregnant,
 Ushinde bought 5 pigs for members,
 'Pamoja', meaning 'Together', started cereal trading and have already made a profit of
£75 from an initial investment of £75,
 Namuchelewa received £75 in November and used it to purchase 12 mature layers.
They now have 120 small chicks,
 Umoja, meaning 'Unity', bought 6 goats, 5 of which are now pregnant.

Each of the above guardians groups were eager to table-bank for a second time. As our
intention is to alleviate poverty by encouraging enterprise, I thought it a mistake to refuse.
They all table-banked again and deposited £608 in total for a further investment of £889 in
order to expand the activities they had started in November;
FOCUSSA poultry house producing
20 eggs each day. [see top right].
This is an important source of both
income & nutrition for orphans
living here. [See middle right] This
is Pamoja guardians group. Their
profits are already greater than the
initial investment, and some of this
group have already pulled
themselves out of poverty through
small business enterprise. [See
bottom right] This is Namuchelewa,
another successful FOCUSSA
guardians group, who invested in
poultry. With such schemes it is easy
to forget that FOCUSSA's long-term
project is to construct a new school
for more than 200 disadvantaged
children in the locality. The school
is being improved, but there is still
some way to go before the work is
finished. [see bottom 2 photos]
Improvements in the school depend
upon success with incomegeneration schemes, such as those
mentioned above. In recent years
FOCUSSA have generated funds for
the community school through treeplanting, establishing a tree nursery
for commercial sales, building fish
ponds as well as starting the poultry
project mentioned above.

4. Some guardian groups adopted a slightly different approach to FOCUSSA guardians in that
they gave out table-banking funds to members [in accordance with how many OVCs were in
their care], and each invested their share doing individual activities. This is true of Siguli
Orphans Centre guardians. On 15/11/2013 3 guardian groups received £75 each ie. £223 in
total. By 27/2/2014 those 3 sets of guardians had generated  Group 1 had 17 hens, 46 chicks for sale when their value reaches £3.70p each, 5
chicks to be kept to increase farm production, and vegetable sales of £23,
 Group 2 had 11 hens, 103 chicks, vegetable sales of £26 but also a plot of arrowroot
expected to bring an income of £148 when harvested,
 Group 3 had 5 piglets, 18 hens, 45 eggs about to hatch and 26 chicks.
It is difficult to estimate the true profits from these figures, especially as the widows concerned
have no precise idea of their costs of production. Also they tend to include in their figures all
the poultry they may have had before the November table-banking became available.
Nevertheless, the total potential value of the above is close to £1,000. From this it would be a
reasonable guess to think that their profits were considerably higher than their initial
investments when the 3 groups purchased a total of 38 hens but no chicks;
5. Namulekhwa Wedinye were visited on 28/2/14. Here 3 of the 4 guardians groups had decided
to cereal trade. They had generally achieved sales incomes 20% above the purchasing price of
maize, millet and cassava. A fourth group had rented land to grow maize & vegetables, but
these had not yet been harvested.
Normally cassava is laid out in the sun to dry, and
then sold for £15 a sack. If it is passed through a
cassava shredder [see photo on right] the value of
the cassava increases to £30 per sack. Such value
addition is of great benefit to farmers, but
Namulekhwa Wedinye hope to gain an annual
income of £185 from hiring out this machine. In
the first 4 months of use this machine it has
earned £60 for the group, but for it to be really
profitable Naumulekhwa Wedinye must find new
clients for its machine. Marketing remains a
major obstacle to rapid development in many
rural locations.

There are now many examples where simple machinery & appropriate technology could revolutionise
farming in Busia County. Greenhouses, drip irrigation systems, shallow wells with water pumps, oil
presses, equipment for honey separation are just a few examples of appropriate technology needed by
MMO community groups at present.

6. Siritanyi were also visited on 28th February. Similar to both Siguli & Namulekhwa, most
Siritanyi guardians worked on an individual basis, often undertaking cereal trading. Their profits
were usually quite small, but at least it allowed some widows to enter the world of commercial
enterprise. The main development arising in this group where one member accounted for more
than 20 orphans who stayed at her home was the construction of a new greenhouse.

Most Siritanyi guardians used their table-banking money for cereal trading [see top right]. However,
Julia Auma Ogwani already had a small furniture workshop, so her £30 was invested in her own
business. [see top left] The major enterprise among Siritanyi members was the construction of a
greenhouse for tomato production. This has required the learning of new techniques [e.g. the use of
the drip irrigation system, the importance of composting & soil fertility maintenance], but the biggest
challenge is likely to be the marketing of large quantities of greenhouse produce.

7. On 6th March I visited some of the guardians of children who attend Lonely Orphans Centre.
These guardians belong to 3 different community groups [ie. Tenda Farmers, Asante Kwa Jembe,
and Lonely Orphans Self-Help Group] with 3 different strategies for income-generation.

Lonely Orphans SHG have tried different schemes, which include vegetable cultivation [top right], pig
rearing [top left], and the usual poultry [bottom left]. A moneymaker pump would make their vegetable
plot much more productive. Asante Kwa Jembe focused entirely on poultry. One guardian group
purchased 30 small hens with their £75 investment. They now have 47 chicks as well as the hens.
Tenda Farmers also have poultry, but they wish to develop a fruit nursery [bottom right]. Bananas can
be seen growing in plastic bags, and there are also mangoes & avocados in the shade. We anticipate that
better child nutrition through increased fruit & vegetable production in "kitchen gardens" will become
an important development in 2015.

The major issue for these guardians is that the centre where the orphans meet has been threatened
with closure. The buildings & facilities are substandard for both the Education & Public Health
departments. The guardians fear that if Lonely Orphans Centre were closed then they would not
be able to afford the educational costs needed for the orphans to attend other schools in the
locality. This group need to raise approximately £4,500 for a complete renovation of the whole
Lonely Orphans Centre, which at present caters for about 100 orphans;

One of the Lonely Orphans classrooms
which is too small & needs renovation
[see top left]. Inside that classroom [see
bottom left]. Conditions are difficult &
facilities few, but the children themselves
try to make the best of their situation. [See
top right].
SGG is looking for a sponsor who would
take the renovation of Lonely Orphans
Centre as their personal project.

8. In the photocommentary of SGG's field visit to Busia last October-November, I reported the
problems associated with New Hope Emaseno. The lady in charge, who manages the NHE home
for about 20 orphans, has alienated members of her group, rebuffed MMO staff who have tried to
advise her, and also failed to make proper use of her farm which offers an excellent opportunity
for income-generation. Hence she continued to beg for financial assistance but did nothing to
make use of her own resources. It was agreed by MMO officials last November to continue to pay
NHE for the feeding programme, but to exclude her from table-banking funding until she took a
more balanced approach to her considerable problems. To encourage her to make better use of her

farm I offered to give her a banana plant for each orphan in her care - provided she prepared the
holes beforehand on her farm. When I returned to New Hope Emaseno in February there was no
change. The decision was made to continue giving funds for food to NHE, but the funds for tablebanking would be given to another group who were eager to join the programme. [editor’s note.
The good news is that by 2015 the lady had a complete change of heart and has planted over 500
trees, which have produced a significant income through the Treedom project].
9. Nyusa Farmers were visited on 7/3/14. The meeting was a busy one. This group accepted to
receive no feeding funds for the 58 orphans for whom they care, but they produced 6 guardians'
groups ready to table-bank for the first time. They received the funds which were originally
reserved for NHE. After a meeting of discussions, Ksh 60,000/- [£450]was invested in incomegeneration schemes;
10. Khuyala ECDC was visited on 6/3/14. They, along with New Hope Emaseno, were the two
orphans groups which failed to table-bank at the first opportunity. The reason for this is that in
November they were so disorganised that I left the meeting with instructions for them to get
properly ready & the children's centre properly cleaned before I returned in 2014.

When I returned on 6th March Khuyala were fully organised & ready with their table-banking
deposits. There were 6 groups of guardians who received funding. Most planned to invest in poultry,
but one preferred cereal trading & another focused on pig-rearing. Also Khuyala Self-Help Group,
who are not necessarily guardians, chose to invest in small business development.

11. Galilaya WG were visited briefly on 26th February. They invested their table-banking funds in
poultry and a small tree nursery. As usually happens during SGG's field visits, time caught up
with us, and there was insufficient time to properly visit & photograph their projects;
12. Both Jerusalem WG and Galilaya are difficult to fully monitor because these women's groups live
on the periphery of Busia town. Many of them are market traders or have urban jobs, so at any
one time many of them are away at work. This proved to be true of Jerusalem WG when I visited
on 7th March. I managed to see some of their projects, which included the usual poultry & pigs as
well as the communal plot where they have grown a new variety of sweet potato.

Many of the income-generation schemes chosen by
guardians involve poultry. This is not surprising as
Kenyan livestock officers advise that poultry projects
are usually the best way for a poor group to start
making profits. However, many successful groups
invest later in larger livestock. The fact that one of
Jerusalem's members has acquired a dairy cow [see
left] indicates that Jerusalem WG are a relatively
successful group.

On the basis of the fact that 11 of the above 12 orphans groups are making sound progress, with increased
incomes after only 4 months, I have no hesitation in suggesting that the guardians’ table-banking has been
a great success.
Orphans having lunch at Siguli
Orphans centre [see right]. In the first
year of this project it has been agreed
that children should receive the same
funding for feeding as in previous
years. Next year, however, that
funding will be halved so it is vital that
the table-banking described above
generates sufficient sustainable new
income to allow for a reduction in this
feeding. Thus, new initiatives are now
being launched [eg.tree-planting] to
bring new prosperity to this locality.

